The Kuncanowet (pronounce KunCAnowET) Town Forest and Conservation Area derives its name from its dominant feature, the Kuncanowet Hills, Indian for “mountain place of the bear”. It is approximately 1000 acre protected expanse of forest and wetland which begins south of Gorham pond and continues north two miles along the town line of Dunbarton and Weare. It is about one mile at its widest. A network of hiking trails has been constructed for non-motorized recreation. The varied terrain within the trail system supports a diverse plant and animal population. Moose, bear and deer are no strangers to the Kuncanowet area.

Completed trails (approximately 7 miles of trails)

Junction #
1. Mill pond trail is an old logging road which serves as the main trail from which most of the other trails branch. It starts at the gate and leads to the site of the two Stinson mills, one a shingle mill and the other an up and down saw mill. The mill’s stone raceway can be seen from a wooden foot bridge below it. Mill pond trail then crosses Stinson brook and continues on toward lost lake. (length 1.3 miles – 40 min. one way) – Blazed red
2. Hobblebush trail begins just to your left inside the gate. It parallels, then joins mill pond trail. The trail is named for the hobblebush which is evident along its edges. Hobblebush trail is ideal for a brief and effortless walk. (length .7 mile – 40 min. as a loop) – Blazed yellow
3. Pond view loop begins with a right turn at the sign post on mill pond trail. You proceed approximately 400 ft. on a log road, then veer sharply to the left off the log road onto a winding woods trail which leads directly to the Stinson mill pond. Another sharp left and you follow the pond, then the mill stream until you emerge at the foot bridge on the mill pond trail. (length .4 mile (sign post to foot bridge) – 13 min. - Blazed white
5a. Mill house trail is a flat trail exiting mill pond trail to the left after the bridge. It briefly borders Stinson brook, then winds through a stand of red pines to a small stone cellar hole, believed to be the residence of the mill workers. (length .4 mile – 15 min.) – Blazed yellow
6. Lost lake loop branches to the right off mill pond trail and leads you around a unique beaver pond with dams on both its north and south ends. Rock formations and a variety of altitudes help make this one of the most scenic trails. (length 1.3 miles – 40 min.) – Blazed yellow
7. Gum tree trail is accessible from lost lake loop on the north and Gorham pond trail on its southeast corner. The trail is named for the State record black gum tree located on the trail’s southwest side. The trail winds past other large trees as well as two overlooks. Evidence of moose can usually be seen along this trail. (length 2.5 miles – 80 min.) – Blazed blue
9. Stone wall trail parallels a stone wall and connects the east and west legs of gum tree trail.
10. (length .2 mile – 5 min.) – Blazed yellow
11. (From the boat ramp) Gorham pond trail then starts at the northwest corner of Gorham pond and after continuous gentle, then a brief steep climb it meets gum tree trail near the south overlook. It is a convenient way for boaters to come ashore and access the trail system. (length .2 mile – 5 min.) – Blazed yellow
14. The gum tree (State record) trail to tree-

Help maintain your trail system by carrying out all trash, removing sticks and other debris. Thank you for your continued support.

The Kuncanowet trails committee